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)!!!!!!
emory, abandonment and diplacement 
are the main themes of my work.

I started my work from the concept of ‘!"#$"%&'(’,
the art of storytelling. I related it to my personal 

life that how we as children used to listen to stories
of our ancestors and all those stories had a 

common thread of ‘Partition’. The catastrophic mass
migration that led poeple to uproot their lives 

turning them into refugees overnight has 
generated many discussions. Art works, poetry,

literature, music and �lms. 
To me those !"#$""%# were signi�cant since my 

curiosity to learn about my grandfather’s migration
chronicle aroused a desire to know more; and I started

transcribing those oral narratives into visual form,
not only to preserve them but to pass them on 

intergenerationally.
The intent was to comment on how we hold on to 

memories, traumatic or otherwise.
The objects designed and developed are proposed to

be used as a container for preserving treasured 
memories.
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- This book is unique in its own kind which has been authored by ‘ Jaswant Singh’.

- The author terms the vivisection of India as ‘wounding trauma’ because the creation of two 
states, faced disgusting massacre on both sided.

- This main themes of the book revolves around answering the questions like:
Why did division of India takes place?
Aand who was to balme?by whom fault?
How and why did this alteration get consign?

- This book has been divided into eleven chapters, first chapter under title ‘India Islam Nation 
hood’. In this the author describes Muslim’s rise and fall in India by making refrences from the 
causes of the India Revlot and Hayat-i-Javed english  and urdu by Sir Syed Ahmed Khan and 
Altaf Hussain Halli respectively.
 
- Second chapter captioned ‘Jenabhai to Jinnah: the journey’ explores and illuminates jinnah’s 
early days,his schooling in India and his advanced education in England.

- The third chapter titled as ‘The Turbulent Twenties’,describes that the more the efforts were 
made towards communal tranquility, and the greater became a surge in conflicts between 
Hindu and Muslims.

- In the fourth ‘ Sharpening Focus narrowing options’, authors main focus is on Gandhi’s entry 
into the Indian Politics and his political philosophy.

- In fifth chapter under the titled ‘A short decade-Along end game, author discusses the politi-
cal events happened in India and abort for a span of  five years from 1935 to 1940 including 
 all india muslim league and 1937 provincial elections.

-Chapter six ,under the caption, ‘Sunset of the Empire post dated cheque on a collapsing Bank’
the author takes start from a momentous stretch that the germs of the sepration of India  
having being flourish, incessantly,years after years , as much as by hindus and Muslims as by 
the post second world war emasculate the british.

-In chapter seventh , eight , nine and tenth  the author discusses topics like simla conference 
and  cabinet mission.
The author describes the time after partition and early  setup of government and various 
events related to Jinnah’s life.

-Retrospect,is the conclusion of the author.It concludes different aspects debated in this book .
Muslims a seprate Nation? Islam and the Nation concept, partition and afterthoughts in India, 
the partion that robbed us of peace, a fractured freedom and the end. He sums up the grand 
political journey of Jinnah from the Indian nationalist and ambassador of hindu muslim unity, 
through the defender of the Muslim rights through constitutional safeguards to a stubborn 
ideologue  of the ideology of Pakisatan.

KEY POINTS
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DEANNA TYSON

Deanna tyson is a textile 
artist who trasports 
ideas and messages 
around the world through
most functional and 
accessible forms fashion. 
She made uniquely 
decorated kimono, wall 
hangings, paintings, soft 
sculptures and stitched 
drawings .
Techniques she mostly use 
are applique. embroidery, 
pen work and paint.
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My work is an investigation into 
memory, identity and the
transformative value of 
communication. I create pieces 
in response to new challenges, 
environments and relationships.
As a multimedia artist my material
choices and processes vary with
each new body of work.Im drawn 
to things that have layers of 
history.Handwritten letters,
journals,old books,rusty meatal, 
stamps,bits of fabrics.
Im a scavenger for the lost or 
forgotten things.
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Woollen Cape Shawl
Medium: Hand Embroidered with kantha 
stitches along with other stitches for 
embroidery
Fabric: Woollen Jersey

CAPE SHAWL







Size:  10in x 3in x 10in
(Length x Width x Height)
Medium: Hand Embroidery and 
Embellishments
Fabric: Suede

MINI  SUITCASE





Size:  10in x 8in x 5in
(Length x Width x Height)
Medium: Hand Embroidery and 
Embellishments with kantha stitches.
Fabric: Suede

MINI TRUNK



Mini Trunk with removeable tray, ideal for 
storing jewellery.





MEMORY TRUNK

Size:  17in x 12in x 9in
(Length x Width x Height)
Medium: Hand Embroidery(Kantha stitches) 
on digital printing
Fabric: Jute on outer sides and suede on the 
inner side of the trunk





‘Trunks, are generallly 
associated with journey and 

are the obvious symbol of 
secrecy’.

Suede is used on the inner side of the trunk 
with imagery of people migrating 

towards a new land. Jute on the outer 
side with imagery of people rushing 

towards train; Kantha  stitches with red to 
highlight the scenario. I depicted two 
different scenes on the interior and 

exterior of the trunk and used 
different kind fabrics to depict the 

scenario in
 terms of texture and feeling; 

struggle and hope.







DOME SHAPE TRUNK

Size:  12in x 9in x 7.5in
(Length x Width x Height)
Medium: Hand Embroidery and 
Embellishments
Fabric: Suede

CYLINDER SHAPE DOUBLE 
STAGE BOX

Interior of the Trunk
Removeable tray, with four equal
 compartments.

Exterior of the Trunk





Size:  17in x 12.5in x 8.5in
(Length x Width x Height)
Medium: Hand Embroidery and 
Embellishments
Fabric: Suede

CYLINDER SHAPE DOUBLE 
STAGE BOX

EMBROIDERED TRUNK

This Trunk, is used as a metaphor for
 migration process and displacement.







It narrates the journey of the migrant family. 
The longing/wait, fear of being killed and the trauma.

This trunk narrates the whole story.

These secret compartments relates to the 
‘concept of secrecy’ that how my grandfather 

along with his family hid in a room to save their 
lives.





MEMORY TRUNK

Size:  13in x 33in x 10in
(Length x Width x Diameter)
Medium: Hand Embroidery and 
Embellishments
Fabric: Suede

CYLINDER SHAPE DOUBLE 
STAGE BOX

Laser Cutting on leather
Imagery of people migrating on foot.





Exterior of the box



TRAIN

Size:  25in x 5in x 6.5in
(Length x Width x Height)
Medium: Hand Embroidery on 
digital printing
Fabric: Suede

This piece is inspired by the trains of 1947,with imagery of 
people rushing towards the train.
These secret compartments were made keeping in mind the 
stories;how people used to hide under the seats and cabins 
of train to save their lives.

The train can be folded together into a box 
shape,which is a comment that these 
incidents had affected people and molded their 
lives completely.



Moveable Train, with drawers and openable lids.





Hand Embroidery on digital printing.



Size:  12in x 8.5in x 12in
(Length x Width x Height)
Medium: Hand Embroidery,
Embellishments and laser cutting.
Fabric: Suede

Digital printed newsprint on suede.

MEMORY BOX 



Hand Embroidery and embellishments using cotton and woollen thread 
along with embellishment materials like kora,dabka, naqshi and jute rope.



Interior of the box
Openable slanting  door box, with digital printed 
newsprint and Embroidered book.





Embroidered Book
To preserve pictures
Size: 11in x 2in x 11in
(Length x Width x Height)
Medium: Hand Embroidery 
and embellishments.
Fabric: Suede



Hand Embroidery and embellishments using cotton and woollen thread along with 
embellishment materials like kora,dabka, naqshi, tilla and jute rope.



Laser cutting on suede
With imagery of people migrationg on foot and 
geometric design from Jalis of the house.

Opening of the box
with leather pockets, to keep/preserve documents
 and pictures
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